
Subject: Re: I missed more drama, didn't I?
Posted by TankClash on Wed, 21 Dec 2011 04:33:12 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I used to run a sniper server of <15 players without massive criticism from other servers but what
it seems that whenever someone wants to make a server it gets chewed out almost immediately.

  The whole thing is that people are chewing out each-other... probably for donations, now look... a
"good high player capacity" server is easily affordable if you're working.

New servers get shot down instantly due to players opinions on its rules and who is granted
powers on such servers.. cheating is actually rare now a day... It's Renegade... gotta realize that
this game is old now, it was more fun before servers started banning people based off suspicious,
and I've experienced that first hand, The-Pitts, I used to love that server before it kicked its entire
community, even the ones who supported it, strangely enough.

People maintain a paranoid attitude and suspect everyone... I know if "EA" had held on to
renegade more it would have way more players because they would have supported anti shit blah
blah.. you know what I mean, we all do.

Let new Renegade servers thrive, st0rm isn't bad, I still have my doubts about the whole ranking
system it has but it still, it is not bad, I see n00bstories is slowly upgrading ready for 4.0.
'Chromson' needs to adopt some scripts, don't just make it your own, make it for the community!
Reminds me of the early days of RenGuard, we need more maps like FjordsTSR2 Renegade can
be awesome again. Before you play RenegadeX which people will when the game because like 9
dollars on steam... you might as well enjoy Renegade While it last... (here's preview of Renegade
X on my system, I only paid 300 dollars for my system, you just have to be tech savy enough to
know how to do it yourself...  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIE_ePz62AY&list=UUuEY7IVgrkfjg2EE3gwbjYw&amp ;amp
;index=1&feature=plcp it looks great and a new release is coming soon, why not spend some
money?)

It is time to expand. Renegade, looks amazing, if Crimson host a Renegade X server "I think she
will/should" We'll all be happy with lolz and no cheating cause if you cheat on steam... you're gone
unless you are stubborn enough to make a new steam account, lets be honest, it is faster to ban a
steam ID than it is to make one... anyone who cheats now a day only does it to piss people off,
apparently they think it is funny, sad, and funn.

Don't get me wrong but from my view it only looks like the remainder of the community who still
comes here are only trying to ruin it, there are still people "Daily" who ask me in pm "your name
seems to pop up a lot and you seem like a good guy, can you tell me more about C&C renegade"
I tell them "I don't have much to do with it but play it, I also tell them about RenegadeX. 

And after they reply of 10 minutes from watching videos they're like "omg I had no idea... thanks"
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